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ĐỀ KIỂM TRA HỌC KỲ II - NĂM HỌC 2011- 2012 

MÔN TIẾNG ANH LỚP 6 THỜI GIAN: 45 PHÚT 

Name:      

 

I, PHONETIC 

1. A. full   B. summer   C. sunny   D. 

Sunday 

2. A. street     B. engineer   C. green   D. see 

3. A. city  B. hungry  C. thirsty  D. fly  

4. A. ride  B. night   C. river  D. 

tired  

 

II, Choose the most suitable words or phrases to fill in the blanks. 

1. It’s ………… in the summer. 

A. cold  B. hot   C. cool  D. warm 

2. It’s ………… in the fall. 

A. cold  B. hot   C. cool  D. warm 

3. I’m going to …………. Ha Noi on the weekend. 

A. visit  B. visiting  C. to visit  D. visits 

4. Do they …………. Sports?- Yes, they do. 

A. like  B. to like  C. likes 

5.I am ……… Viet Nam. 

A. in  B. on   C. at   D. from 

6. Mary and Tom never ……………………to school on Sundays  

a. goes               b. are going        c. go                   d. don’t go 

7. ……………………apples do you want ? 
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a. How often      b. How many    c. How much    d. 

How 

8.  What ……………………you ……………………to do tomorrow ? 

a. does / go    b. is / going           c. are / going         d. do / go 

9.  Are you frre ……………………Sunday ? 

a. in      b. at     c. of       d. on 

10. There is a ______ of soap in the bathroom.  

A. bottle  B. bar   C. can   D. packet 

11. There isn’t any water in the bottle. I am going to take ______. 

A. many  B. an   C. any  D. some 

12. ______is your house?- It’s yellow.  

A. How many B. How often  C. What color  D. What time 

13. What do you often do ______your free time? 

A. on   B. in   C. at   D. for 

14. I am going to stay with my uncle and aunt ______ a week.  

A. for   B. of   C.  on   D. at 

15. He ……………………his bicycle now 

           a. riding              b. is   riding        c. ride                 d. rides                     

16. she always ……………………at five o’clock 

          a. get up        b. gets up            c. is getting          d. getting 

 

II. READING: 

Part 1: Read the passage. Then decide whether the statements are True (T) or False 

(F) :P (1 PT) 

Today is Sunday. Lan and her mother go top the markek. They want a kilo of fish 

and five hundred grams of beef for lunch. Lan wants some apples and chocolates, so they 
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get four apples and a box of chocolates. They also need two cans of peas, a kilo of 

tomatoes and some vegetables. 

1. Lan goes to the market with her sister. 

2. They want fish and beef for lunch. 

3. They want four apples and a box of chocolates. 

4. They don’t need any peas. 

Part 2: Choose the best one to complete the passage: (1.5 pts) 

         I have three good friends: Minh, Mai and Nga. (1) ______ like sports. Minh likes 

soccer and  tennis. Mai likes badminton (2) ______ . Nga likes aerobics. They all like (3) 

______soccer matches on television. Minh often plays soccer (4) ______ the after with 

his classmates. Mai plays badminton (5) ______a week and  Nga does (6) ______on 

Thursday and Sunday. 

1. A. He  B. she   C. They  D. My friend  

2. A. and  B. when  C. then  D. next 

3. A. watch  B. watching  C. are watching D. watches 

4. A. at  B. of   C. on   D. in 

5. A. one  B. twice  C. two  D. first 

6. A. games  B. volleyball C. aerobics  D. tennis 

III. Writing: Rewrite the sentences: 1M 

1. What about eating some rice? 

--> Let’s ...................................................................................... 

2. Her eyes are brown. 

--> She has .................................................................................. 

3. What drink do you like? 

--> What is .................................................................................. 

4. The roads are busy today. 

--> There is ............................................................................. 
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